
Primary 1 Primary 2 Primary 3 Group 1 (NC 7) Group 2 (NC 8) Group 3 (NC 9) KS4b (ASDAN) KS4a (GCSE)

Sum 2

Athletics
Sprint in Athletics in competition                         
Throwing technique in Athletics in 

 compe on
Discus technique in Athletics in 

  compe on
Relay technique in Athletics in 

 compe on
Pacing in Athletics in competition

Athletics
Sprint in Athletics in competition                         
Throwing technique in Athletics in 

 compe on
Discus technique in Athletics in 

  compe on
Relay technique in Athletics in 

 compe on
Pacing in Athletics in competition

Athletics
Sprint in Athletics in competition                         
Throwing technique in Athletics in 

 compe on
Discus technique in Athletics in 

  compe on
Relay technique in Athletics in 

 compe on
Pacing in Athletics in competition

Striking and fielding
Bowling in Cricket or Rounders 
Batting in Cricket or Rounders 
Catching in Cricket or Rounders 
The barrier in Cricket or Rounders 
Rules in Cricket or Rounders during 
gameplay

Striking and fielding
Bowling in Cricket or Rounders 
Batting in Cricket or Rounders 
Catching in Cricket or Rounders 
The barrier in Cricket or Rounders 
Rules in Cricket or Rounders during 
gameplay

Striking and fielding
Bowling in Cricket or Rounders 
Batting in Cricket or Rounders 
Catching in Cricket or Rounders 
The barrier in Cricket or Rounders 
Rules in Cricket or Rounders during 
gameplay

Sum 1

Effects of exercise                                                
Energy sources: aerobic and 

 anaerobic exercise.
Short and Long term effects of 

 exercise.
 Interpret graphical information.

Fitness
Cardiovascular fitness-bleep test
Speed-sprint tests
Agility-Illinois and T test
Muscular strength-Weights 
Power-Standing broad jump
Flexibility-Sit and reach test

Fitness
Cardiovascular fitness-bleep 
test
Speed-sprint tests
Agility-Illinois and T test
Muscular strength-Weights 
circuit
Power-Standing broad jump
Flexibility-Sit and reach test

Athletics
100m sprint
400m-lane discipline
1200m-Pacing based on 
competition
Long jump
Discus-Glide technique
Javelin
Shot putt
Relay race

Athletics
100m sprint
400m-lane discipline
1200m-Pacing based on 
competition
Long jump
Discus-Glide technique, 
Javelin
Shot putt
Relay race-Maximise speed on 
baton transfer. 

Components of fitness                                       
Components of skill related 

 fitness.
Difference between health, 

 exercise and performance.
 Fitness testing.

 Methods of training.
 Principals of training.

 FITT principal.

Biomechanics                                                       
 First/second class levers.

Load, efforts and range of 
 movements.

 Planes and axis.
Components of health related 
fitness.

Striking and fielding
Throwing and catching-overarm, 
side on to target
Batting-Side on to bowler
Fielding-Short and long barrier, 
Positions in Rounders. 
Bowling-Straight arm, graze ear 
(Cricket), Under arm
Positions and their roles-Wicket 
keeper, back stop etc.
Strategies-When to run, change in 
fielding positions.

Striking and fielding
Throwing and catching-overarm
Batting-Side on to bowler
Fielding-decision making on 
where to throw the ball. 
Bowling-Explain the seam and 
how it effects spin and bounce.
Positions and their roles-Wicket 
keeper, back stop, 
Strategies-Aim 

Striking and fielding
Throwing and catching-overarm
Batting-Introduce different shots 
to play against different 
deliveries.
Fielding
Bowling-Introduce spin and 
seam bowling.
Positions and their roles-
Strategies-Aim to stay in bat, 
can you bat smart.

Striking and fielding
Throwing and catching-overarm
Fielding-decision making  
Bowling
Positions and their roles
Strategies-Aim shots into gaps 
in field, defensive shots. 

Athletics
100m sprint
400m-lane discipline
1200m-Pacing
Discus-Glide technique.
Shot putt
Relay race-hand over baton

Athletics
100m sprint
400m-lane discipline
1200m-Pacing based on 
competition
Long jump
Discus-Glide technique
Javelin
Shot putt
Relay race

Fitness
To understand and demonstrate 

  cardiovascular fitness.
 Speed
 Agility

 Strength.
Power.

Fitness
To understand and demonstrate 

  cardiovascular fitness.
 Speed
 Agility

 Strength.
Power.

Fitness
To understand and demonstrate 

  cardiovascular fitness.
 Speed
 Agility

 Strength.
Power.

Badminton
Re-introduce grip and how to set 
up a Badminton court. 
Singles rules and regulations. 
Low and high serve-Develop skill 
through competition.
Overhead clear
On the move Drop shot.
Smash shot-Winning skill through 
competition, on the move.
Doubles positions-side to side and 
front and back

Badminton
Low and high serve-aim for front 
and back of service box.
Overhead clear-throwing 
technique, high and long. 
Drop shot
Smash shot
Movement on the court
Doubles rules and regulations.
Doubles positions-side to side and 
front and back.

Spr 2

Fitness
Cardiovascular fitness
Speed
Agility
Muscular strength
Power
Flexibility

Fitness
Cardiovascular fitness-bleep test
Speed-sprint tests
Agility-Illinois and T test
Muscular strength-Weights circuit
Power-Standing broad jump 
Flexibility-Sit and reach test

Respiratory system   
Tidal volume and vital 

 capacity.
Main components of the 

 respiratory system.
Cardiovascular and respiratory 
system 

Aut 2

Basketball
Passing (chest, bounce, shoulder)
Dribbling (waist height, finger tips, 
head up)
Shooting (BEEF technique)
Lay up shot
Defending (hand positions, 
rebounds)
Rules/regulations through 
gameplay

Basketball
Passing (chest, bounce, 
shoulder)
Dribbling (waist height, finger 
tips, head up, tricks)
Shooting (BEEF technique, fade 
away)
Defending (hand positions, 
rebounds, man to man)
Rules/regulations through 
gameplay

Basketball
Passing (chest, bounce, 
shoulder)
Dribbling (waist height, finger 
tips, head up, tricks)
Shooting (BEEF technique, fade 
away)
Defending (hand positions, 
rebounds, man to man)
Rules/regulations through 
gameplay

To state the role of ligaments, 
 tendons and cartilage.

 Antagonistic pairs.
Fast and slow twitch muscle 
fibres.                                                                         
Cardiovascular system
Function of the cardiovascular 

 system
Structure of the cardiovascular 

 system.
Mechanisms of the 
cardiovascular system.
      

Basketball
Passing (chest, bounce, shoulder 
during gameplay)
Dribbling (waist height, finger tips, 
head up, tricks)
Shooting (BEEF technique, fade 
away, lay up shot)
Defending (hand positions, 
rebounds, man to man, check)
Rules/regulations through 
gameplay

Basketball
 Passing in Basketball on the move

Dribbling in Basketball on the 
 move

Set shot in Basketball on the 
 move

The lay up in Basketball on the 
move

   Defending in Basketball
Officiate Basketball.

Basketball
 Passing in Basketball on the move

Dribbling in Basketball on the 
 move

Set shot in Basketball on the 
 move

The lay up in Basketball on the 
move

   Defending in Basketball
Officiate Basketball.

Basketball
 Passing in Basketball on the move

Dribbling in Basketball on the 
 move

Set shot in Basketball on the 
 move

The lay up in Basketball on the 
move

   Defending in Basketball
Officiate Basketball.

Badminton
The serve in Badminton during 

  gameplay
OHC in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Drop shot in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Smash shot in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Officiate in Badminton.

Badminton
The serve in Badminton during 

  gameplay
OHC in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Drop shot in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Smash shot in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Officiate in Badminton.

Badminton
The serve in Badminton during 

  gameplay
OHC in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Drop shot in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Smash shot in Badminton during 

 gameplay
Officiate in Badminton.

Spr 1

Badminton
Introduce grip and learn how to set 
up a Badminton court. 
Low and high serve-aim for front 
and back of service box.
Overhead clear-throwing 
technique, high and long. 
Drop shot-Aim low to the net and 
drop short of service line.
Smash shot-Winning shot-select 
shot at correct time, hit down with 
power.

Badminton
Low and high serve-aim for front 
and back of service box.
Overhead clear-throwing 
technique, high and long. 
Drop shot-Aim low to the net and 
drop short of service line.
Smash shot-Winning shot-select 
shot at correct time, hit down with 
power.
Movement on the court-get back to 
the center of the court, equal 
distance to run.
Doubles rules and regulations.

PE
KS2 (NC 3/4/5/6) KS3 KS4 

Aut 1

Football
Passing (short, long)
Dribbling (both feet, head up, soft 
touches)
Shooting (using laces, aim for 
corners)
Heading (defensive, attacking)
Positioning/tactics (remain in 
position)
 

Football                                                        
Passing (short, long, left, right foot)
Dribbling (both feet, head up, 
turns)
Shooting (using laces, aim for 
corners, on the move)
Heading (defensive, attacking)
Positioning/tactics (remain in 
position, lead a team, referee a 
game)

Football
Passing (short, long, lob, chip)
Dribbling (both feet, head up, turns, 
drop shoulder)
Shooting (using laces, dead ball 
and moving with both feet)
Heading (defensive, attacking 
crosses)
Positioning/tactics (pick tactics 
during games, lead a team, referee 
a game)

Football                                                               
Passing (short, long, left, right foot)
Dribbling (both feet, head up, 
turns)
Shooting (using laces, aim for 
corners, on the move)
Heading (defensive, attacking)
Positioning/tactics (remain in 
position, lead a team, referee a 
game)

Bones, muscles and bones                                
To state the scientific names of the 

  bones.
 Classification of the bones.

 Skeleton.
 Names of the muscles.

 Types of muscles.
 Role and movements of a joint.

Football
 To understand and demonstrate: 

  Passing in Football
 Dribbling in Football.
 Shoo ng in Football.

  Control in Football.
Heading in Football.

Football
 To understand and demonstrate: 

  Passing in Football
 Dribbling in Football.
 Shoo ng in Football.

  Control in Football.
Heading in Football.

Football
 To understand and demonstrate: 

  Passing in Football
 Dribbling in Football.
 Shoo ng in Football.

  Control in Football.
Heading in Football.


